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Fine arts chairman to quit
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UNM professor, theater actor
and director Peter Prouse will step
down as the chairman of the
College of Fine Arts effective
October 13, a year and a half short
of the expiration of his term.
In a letter written ~arlier this
week to College of Fine Arts Dean
Don McRae, Prouse formally
notified tile College of his intended
resignation. The letter also was sent
to the Office of the Provost.
Although a copy of the
resignation letter has not been
received by the LOBO, informed
sources within the College have
cited failing health as the reason for
Prouse's resignation.
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By GAIL ROSENBLUM
The average age of UNM
students has been steadily increasing since 1974, according to
statistics released from the Office
of Admissions and Records.
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1 Turns over

6 African lake
10 Dried
14 Moses'
brother
15 Cipher
16 Easy as falling off-

17 Trap
18 Calm
19 Heallhy
20 Samples
22 Apes
24 Barren
26 Mount27 Pestered
31 Greek letter
32 Sinned
33 Trips
35 Topple
38 Ancient
39 Bombards
40 French river
41 Tier
42 Cap
43 Leftward
44 Sty
45 Conceals
47 A sodium
carbonate: 2
words

51 Bellow
52- Islands
54 Nebraskan
58 Prejudice
59 Bidetime
61 Repent
62 Stare
63 Face part
64 Aegean region
65 Throw
66 Location
67 Hilltop

DOWN
1 Swift

2 Flannel
3 Gershwin

and Sankey

4 Went overland
5 Jeered
6 New Deal
gp.
7

Hula~

Bldolize
9 Rescues
10 Desert
11 Gladden
12 Parts
13 Discharge
21 Title
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23 New York

42 Throb

team
25 Dissuade
27 Garry
28 Toronto
footballer
29 Sketched
30 Metes
34 Say
35 Run
36 Anent: 2
words
37 Pampers
39 Annuities
40 aig-time
one

43 Semitic lan-

The average age of students this
fall is 25.6 years, up from 24.5 in
the fall of 1974.
"Tl1e mcrease
'
' t_he average age
111
of UNM students may be an indication of the non-traditional

Probations grotN
•
•
•
1n eng1neer1ng
ByERlNROSS
UNM's College of Engineering is
plagued with what one administrator calls a "dramatic"
increase in .the number of students
on academic probation.
Glenn Whan, associate dean for
academics for the College o t
Engineering, said since last fall the
engineering college has had "a
much higher number" of students
on academic probation.
"About 100, or about lO per
cent, of our students are on
probation this semeser," said
Whan, "this compares to only four
or five per cent before last fall."

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

"The dramatic increase in
students on probation leads us to
believe we will see an increase in
academic suspensions,'' he said.
In the past, said Whan, anywhere
from six to 12 students are
suspended each semester from the
college.
Whan said his department allows
a student one or two semesters on
probation before suspension.
In response to the large number
of engineering students on
probation, the college has started a
new counseling program, said
Whan.
continued on page 6

Other interests of his have ineluded
membership in the
American
Political
Science

Some of his writing acconwlishmcnts incl\ldc rudimentary
English skills books and prin1ary

cducal inn text books. He also bus
wriltcn ''New Dimensions in
I anguage," "Gelling to lhc Roots
of Spelling" and a 200 frame slideshow teaching program entitled
"Principles of Debate."
An acting chairmnn is expected
to be named sometime later this
week.
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(returning or part-time) student
coming more and more into the
mainstream," said Registrar Fred
M. Chreist.
The most significant drop in'
student enrollment has occurred in
the 17 to 19 age-bracket.
In 1970, students in this agegroup comprised 26 per cent of the
total UNM student population.
This fall, these students comprise
19 per cent of the total.
"Possibly this drop can be
related to the fact that fewer people
at that age are going to college,"
Chreist said.
"Our statistics indicate that the
number of high school graduates is
topping out."
The number of UNM students in
the 20 to 29 age-bracket is also
decreasing.
In 1976, 60 per cent of the
students at UNM fell into this
bracket. This year, 58 per cent of
the students are in the 20 to 29 agebracket.
"Possibly more people in this
age-group are out of school and in
the employment market," Chreist
said.

ASHER PHOTO

Students 40 years old or older now comprise 6.1 per cent of
the UNM student population.
While
these
groups
are
decreasing, the number of students
30 and older is increasing.
In 1970, students between 30 and
39 totaled 11.3 per cent of the total
UNM enrollment. This fall, these
students comprise 16 per cent of the
total.
"There have been large increases

guage
44 Hesitates

46 Cote sound
47 Kind of shoe
48 Few: Prefix
49 Trades
50 Asian caoital
53- egg
55 Sharpen
56 Fennel
57 Tidy
60 Espy

Live Entertainment
Nightly

No Cover E-:;er!

After mall hours use outside entrance
FUN • FOOD • ENTERTAINMENT

Associalion, American Academy of
Politkal and Social Science,
National Society for the Study of
Education and the Nalional
Council of Teachers of English.

Authorities predict three flu strafns

featuring
"The Best Service in Town"

Open 11:30 a.m.

his first in political science,
awarded in 1942 from Princeton
University and a PHD in secondary
education from Northwestern
University in 1960.

Student age grows
old at University
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the resignation has been made by
administration officials, however
plans for the replacement of Prouse
have begun in informal meetings in
the Fine Arts Center (FA C).
McRae said facully members
within the college are nominating
c&ndidates for the position and a
search committee has been appointee! to fill the vacancy with an
acting chairman, who will serve the
remainder of Prouse's term.
Prouse first •:ame to UNM in
1960, as associate professor in
education, later became a professor
of secondary education and then
chairman of the College of Fine
Arts.
He has received several degrees,

I,

'
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The Student Health Center is to receive its flU vaccine supply soon. Authorities predict three major strains of flu virus
will flourish this winter.

By BILL ROBERTSON
It's back-to-school colds and allergies time at the student health center,
and flu season is just around the corner.
Meanwhile, the national Center for Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta
predicts three major strains of flu virus will flourish this winter and UNM's
health center is late in getting its supply of vaccine.
"We're seeing alot of upper respiratory symptoms, stomach aches,
headaches and allergies," said Marion Lauer, nursing coordinator at the
center. "It's certainly not all epidemic, though," she said.
Lauer said these afflictions occur whenever large groups of people interact, as in a school situation. "Many people think they have the nu," she
said, "but the flu season doesn't Start. for another month or so, or really,
not until after Christmas."
The CDC, from studying virus patterns of last spring; prognosticates a
healthy occurence bf A/Texas/77, A/U.S.S.R./77, and B/Hong Kong/72
strains for the winter flu season o! 78-79.
Once the CDC makes its predictions, Lauer eXplained, the information
is passed on to the drug companies, which formulate the proper vaccines.
the federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA) then examines the
vaccines before they are distributed nationwide.
"This winter we will be using a trivalent vaccine," Lauer said, "to
combat all three viruses."
Lauer, who is also director of the Allergy and Immunization Clinic at
the health center, said they usually receive their flu vaccine supply in early
September. "We don't know WhY the supply is late this year," she said,
"but we expect it any day."
Since flu vaccines are usually made from chicken eggs, Lauer said,
anyone whO can eat eggs can safely be immunized. "It takes about 30 days
after vaccination for the sufficient level of antibodies to devleop in the
body of someone who hasn't been immunized previously,'' she said.
Dr. Joseph Beres, director of the Student Health Center, said two types
of trivalent vaccine are being developed this year. One will be designed for
people 26 years of age or older, and one for those under 26.
"The vaccine for the younger group." he said, "will contain three times
the regular amount
the Russian nu virus component" This is because
there has hot been art epidemic of Russian nu since the late 1940's, he said,
"so those under 26 haven't had a chance to develop the right antibodies to
fight iL"

or

in the part-time and non-degree
areas. Perhaps students in this agegroup are finding they can take a
course or two and still work or
continue with other responsibilities," Chreist said.
"Or perhaps they are returning
to do additional work on their
degree," he said.
Students 40-years-old or older
now comprise 6.1 per cent of
UNM's student population, a onepercent increase over 1975,
"I hope this increase means that
we have begun to finally reach out
to this age group by offering such
programs as the late afternoon and
evening classes," Chreist said.

Candidates
to speak
About 25 federal, state, and
county political hopefuls are
scheduled to participate at Can•
didates Day on the UNM campus
mall today from 10 a.m. to2 p.m.
Each candidate will be allowed
approximately ten minutes to speak
and !lnswer questions.
Among those scheduled to speak
are gubernatorial candidates Joe
Skeen and Bruce King, U.S.
Senatorial
candidates
Pete
Domenid and Toney Anaya, and
U.S. Congressional candidates
Manuel Lujan and Bob Hawk.
Candidates Day is being sponsored by the ASUNM government
and was organized by ASUNM
Vice·President Leonard Garcia.
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Cardinals seel< experience, conservatism
\Afl<IIN < IIY ((1'1)
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wtwn

vntinp stan; lor th<' next P"JX'
Sundav,

\Olll't:e~

Vauran

I nesday.

..,aid

t..;iri ofkr~ a t:omhillafion nf Va\t
experi,·n~e amJ doctrinal con-

·,ervatilrn wl1kh many cardinah
appear t" be 1eeking.
The likelihood of Sui for pope
becomes more <lpparcnt when it is
c"nsidcrcd thai Pope .John Paul I
was chosen not for his .smile but for

Molas

hi~ guarautec or doctrinal con ..
servatisrn and hi; ability a1 a
< hristian teacher and leader.
llecording to various accounts or
the lust condavc, Siri had broad
surpon m the beginning and may
even have .\tartcd out with more
votes than Cardinal Albino
Luciani, the man eventually elected
pope.
The question is whether the 72year-old cardinal can move beyond
his electoral base of conservatives
and traditionalists and capture a
wl'ficicnt number or votes from

rn<Hlcnuc and third world .:ar·
dliWh.
Vmkan;; observers said Siri could
only 1tand to b~nc!'it il there h
again a movement to elect a pope as
qukkly a; po"ible in order to
dcnwnstrate the unity of the
church.
Without the same kind of
consensus that the cardinals found
in voting for Pope John Paul, the
conclave could be much more
difl'iculi and wide open than the
last, experts ;aid.
One point in Siri'; favor h that

cnnscrvathcs in the papacy of'ten
have had more impact than
progre,ives ~ to mention only
Pope John XXIII and Pope John
Paul.
The influence of Pope Paul VI,
who was chosen as a progressive, is
strangely muted as the cardinals
prcrare to choose the 264th pontiff.
lis tile election process began,
Siri issued what many considered to
be his "campaign declaration."
"I am neither conservative nor
liberal," he said. defining such
labels as overly simplistic.
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CUT·PERM - you
mar ne-ver wont to
$et yout hair ogo1n,

Cutting-Perming-Color-Body Wave-Skin Care
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Uni-Sex Hair Design
And Products Centre
7804 Central SE
(between Louisiana & Wyoming)
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A career in lawwithout law school
Arter just three months of study at The

r\ Institute for Paralegal Training in

Philadelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business-without law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing
r \ many of the duties traditionally handled
only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of
law to study. Upon completion of your training, The
Institute's unique Placement Service will find you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or
corpOration in the city of your choice.
he Institute for Paralegal Training is the
nation's first and most respected school for
paralegal training. Since 1970, we ve placed over
2,500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.
f you're a senior of high acade.mic standing
and looking for an above average career,
contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative .. ·
We will visit your campus on:

WASHINGTON (UP!)
President Carter Tuesday warned
Congress he will veto the tax bill
unless congressional negotiators
substantially reduce the billions i.n
reductions the Senate has added in
its attempt to complete the bill.
The Senate, rushing to finish the
bill so it can adjourn Saturday,
added a one-time, $100,000 tax-free
profit to certain home sellers and a
cut in corporate taxes to the bill
now providing an additional $142
billion in cut; over live years.
The Senate bill has billions more
in tax cuts than the House approved
and Carter originally sought.
"I would not hesitate to veto it,'

Carter said at his news conference,
if House and Senate negotiators
cannot come up with a version
substantially reducing the reductions already voted by the Senate.
The president said he woud meet
with chairmen or the eongrco;sional
tax-writing committees Wednesday
to try to come up with a bill .;ontaining the "hell element\" of
both. lf that doesn't work, "then
there will be no tax bill thh year
bcause I will veto it,'' he \larned.
"The only option would be for
the Senate and House to come back
in a special session after the election, which I would not favor
personally."
What the senate was considering
this week "would not be
satisl'actory in its present form,"
the president said.
The Bill that comes out of the
conference committee, Carter said,
WASHINGTON (UP!)~ Hiring "must be simple, fair, equitable,
preferences given to veterans clash progressive in nature - that is
head-on with women's rights to putting the tax burden where people
equal
employment
in
a can most afford it - and a subMassachusetts case the Supreme stantial reduction in tax burden on
our people. If it meets those
Court agreed Tuesday to consider.
The court announced it will hear
arguments this term on the constitutionality of a Bay State law
placing veterans allead of all other
applicants for state civil service
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Chief
jobs.
U.S. Arms Negotiator P au I
A three-judge U.S. district court Warnke Tuesday said he would
panel has struck down the statute resign later this month when he
twice on grounds it wrongly denies returns from what he indicated
women an equal chance for em- could be successful arms limitation
ployment by the state.
talks in Moscow.
Virtually all states have some
Warnke, who has been under
form of veterans' preference. But continuing attack by congressional
the Massachusetts law, unlike any conservatives, said he was leaving
other, puts quali ficd veterans ahead the Carter administration "entirely
of everyone else on an "eligible for personal reasons. I regret the
list" for many job openings.
necessity to do so. I don't have any
Most states and the federal alternative."
government
award
extra
But his departure is likely to be
qualification points to veterans seen by some as a move by the
seeking public employment. rather administration to case its way into
than affording them absolUte an expected bitter Senate debate
preference.
over the accords resulting from the
President Carter wanted to limit Strategic Arms Limitation Talks.
the federal veterans' preference to
President Carter accepted
improve the chances of women and Warnke's decision with "deep
minorities without military service regret," the White House said, No
to get government jobs.
successor has been named.

Court to consider

employment rules

c
'I

requirements then I will sign it. But
at the present the issue i~ still in
doubt."
In action Tuesday, the Senate:
~Approved an amendment by
Sen. John Danforth, R-Mo., that
would cut the corporate tax rate
from its present 48 per cent to 46
per cent in 1979, 4.5 per cent in 1980
and 44 per cent by I 981.
~Defeated 82-10 an amendment
by Sen. Edward Kennedy, 0-Mass.,
that would have kept the amount of
capital gains exluded from all
federal laxation at the current level
of 50 per cent instead of the 70 per
cent figures approved by the Senate
Finance Committee.
-Approved 73-!8 an amendment by Sen. Frank Chuch, DIdabo, permitting anyone 55 .or
older or anyone who is permanently
and totaly disabled a tax· free profit
of up to $100,000 on the sale of his
or her home.
The Church amendment would
be a once-in-a-lifetime tax break
and the residence must have been
occupied for two out .of the past
three years at the time of sale.

Warnke to resign

Attention Navajo Students

I

Anyone interested in Voter Registration,
Absentee Balloting procedures for
the upcoming tribal election:
Meet and Hear

Monday, October 30

235 South I 7th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 732·6600

Ii

Congress 1Narned of veto
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The
Institute
for
Paralegal
Training®
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HARRY NEZ

~

of the Tribal Election Committee
Window Rock, Az
between 1:00pm ~ 4:00pm
on Oct. 12th
In Room 250C - Upper Level of SUB
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Warnke, 58, plans to go to
Moscow Oct. 22-23 with Secretary
of State Cyrus Vance for what is
expected within the administration
to be the last major round of
negotiations on an agreement
limiting strategic missiles and
bombers.
Warnke briefed the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee and
was to testify before the House
International Relations Committee
on the projected pact.
Asked if the Moscow meeting
would result in an agreement in
principle on SALT, Warnke
replied, "It would be possible. It is
t1ot a sure thing."
But Sen. J ohll Glenn, D-Ohio,
Who attended the Warnke briefing,
said the negotiators was "very
hopeful" Of a final breakthrough in
Moscow.
H'e confirmed the administration
was planning a Soviet-American
summit conference to follow but
said no date has been set.
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We've just opened a brand new
JACK IN THE BOX® Restaurant.
We're offering a complete menu for breakfast,
lunch, and dinner...
·
And we're open 24 hours a day.
5o whenever you're hungry, drop in and try
some of the best-tasting food in·town. We're
here· to satisfy you.
And to get you to taste just what's. cookin',
here's a coupon for a FREE JUMBO JACK~

C
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r~----------------,

1BUYONE
. ·.. I
'"UMBO "ACK®HAMBURGER:
:GET ONE FREE.
1
I Coupon valid at any
I JACK IN THE BOX® Restaurant.
I. Not valid in combination onv

I

w~h

1

other oller. One coupon
per customer.

COUPON EXPIRES
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Med school recruits minorities
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Uy CHRIS MILLER
A program designed to promote
minority student admissions to the
UNM Sci1ool of Medicine will
continue tinder a $100,000 grant
recently awarded by the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
The Medical Career Opportunity
Program, in existence >ince 1973, is
an eight-week summer session
consi>ting of six health sc;ience
cour.scs which help prepare
minority students for medical
school.
Students involved in the program
fall imo two cate~;ories.
Fir>t are those students who have
passed the medical school but
because of a relatively low overall
grade point a1·erage during their
undergraduate
studies,
further
background in some of the health
sciences is deemed necessary for the
transition into medical school.
In the second calegor)' are
students who have failed the entrance exams in June and plan to
retake them in September to begin
the fall semester.
"These are generally considered
high-risk students who normally
would not be accepted to the

Opinion

ERA extension
unconstitutional
By Congressman Manuel Lujan
lot rno preface rny remarks concerning tho recent vote on extending
tho time penod for ratifir:ation of the Equal Rights Amendment by
sayinn that I voted in favor of ERA when it first won congressional
npproval some seven years ago and I continue to support ERA in
prindplo. All too often a vote against an issue is thought to mean a 100
por cont rejection c>f the entire issue.
In the recent vote to extend the ERA ratification time limit I voted no
for two major reasons, both having to do with the constitutionality of

oxtonsion.
Tho first vote on the issue of extension was one which called for
npproval of the extension by two-thirds of the members of the House
and Senato. All legislation dealing with changing the Constitution of
tho Unitod States, including the original ERA vote and the incorporated
time period for approval, arc required to be approved by two-thirds vote
of the House and Senate. Since the extension of ERA ratification is very
definitely a constitutional issue, I felt it was necessary for the extension
to be approved by that two-thirds majority and, thus, I voted for the
<Hnendment to require that margin.
The second constitutional problem which concerned me about the
bill to extend the time limit for approval was, and still is, that no
previous constitutional amendment has ever received an extension.
This being so, I am worried that the action taken to extend the approw!l
deadline may be found to be unconstitutional if brought before the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Those two major and overriding constitutional questions aside, I have
grave questions about the basic fairness of the bill in that it allows only
for states to approve the amendment white denying those which may
have already approved it the right to change their minds.
If the approval of the amendment by a state legislature is a true
reflection of the will of the people of that state, then is it not also a valid
reflection of tl1e will of the people of a state if they wish to change their
minds and reject the amendment. A number of constitutional scholars
testified before the House concerning the question of allowing states
the right to rescind earlier approval of the amendment and they were
quite clear in stating that extension must be accompanied by the right
to reject. That is why I voted for an amendment to allow extension
while incorporating the right to rescind.
But, again the basic question is not on the ERA but the question of
the constitutionality of the extension and I fear that the extension is
unconstitutional.

Letters

DOONESBURY

Bigotry is alive and well at UNM. I always thought college campuses
were supposed to be liberal, open-minded, intelligent communities. But
bigots pervade all societies and they are often the ones who are in
positions to be heard.
It seems ironic that I, as a Jew, came into contact with only limited
and indirect anti-Semitism as a child and teenager. I recall only one
isolated incident which occurred when I was in grade school. My best
friend, who is also Jewish, was walking through the playground after
school when two classmates began throwing rocks at her chanting

Editor;
I should like to thank you for all the articles and efforts and attention
you recently gave Parents Day. It was terrific and we appreciated it very
much.
As you know, the day was a considerable success and we can hope
that many parents are not only better informed regarding the
University, but they had a very pleasant day on campus. The thrust of
the day was that the parents have the opportunity to experience and
"feel" the campus rather than be gathered together and talked to
regarding the University. Our interviews with parents during the day
indicated that this was accomplished.
Thank you for your new contribution to this University effort to
respond to the expressed needs of parents. You truly did an outstanding job!
Mary K. Barbee
Assistant Oean of Students
Program Coordinator

'•dirty Jew. u

'

It was only when I entered college that 1 became a target for that
prejudice. The first encounters referred only to "cheap, inferior Jews"
m general and I attributed the comments to ignorance. More recent
incidents have made it increasingly clear that slams are being made not
at me as editor, but at me as a Jew.
I am always open to criticism as a journalist; certainly I have made
mistakes in the past and will no doubt make some in the future. But
when my abilities and policies as an editor are fogged in some minds by
my religion and ethnic heritage, I am forced to re-examine the reason
tor those narrow-minded views. That done, I must learn to ignore what
impact there might be on me personally because of the opinions.
It's easy for an observer to sit back and adequately dub bigotry as
crap and unworthy of attention. But it is also impossible for an observer
to empathize without having had a similar experience.

. •. Then there's the one about
the student who came to UNM after
having been away from school for a
number of years. She attended
classes, but never got her grades.
She went to the records office, but
there were no records of her there.
Emma
Writtcnberry,
the
coordinator for the sub-committee
of admissions and registration,
found the student had never applied
for admission to the University,
had not registered for classes and
had not paid tuition.
Writtenbcrry said the professors
had grades for her, and she just
went through the college process in
reverse. The student had already
attended classes and had grades, so
she was admitted to the University
and paid tuition so she could get her
grades.
This is a rare ease, said Writlcnberry, but it happened. The subcommittee, composed of two
faculty members and Dean of
Admissions Robert Weaver, usually
handles hundreds of grade changes
a year, said Written berry, who is an
ombudsman for the procedure. She
gathers the information for the
grade change, whether the student
gives it to her or she has to dig
through records for it. She said·
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Clerical errors are most often the cause of grade disputes
that are handled by the sub-committee of admissions and
registration.
most of the grade changes occur student being in the wrong section
during the first four weeks after the of a class, and the misidentification
following semester begins and most of a student. These mistakes can
usually be corrected by providing
are clerical errors.
documentation
of the student's
Errors include a professor not
work
and
attendance
of class, said
including a test score in the
Writtenbcrry.
tabulation of a final grade, a
The sub-committee does not
handle grade disputes, she said, but
will refer students to whom they
can go for help.

"President Carter's human rights of American Opinion Uookstore's
statements are sheer rank, crass Western division, which is affiliated
hypocrisy" according to Alan with The John Birch Society.
Davidson, who is affiliated with the
John Birch Society.
Davidson, who is a guerrilla war
expert, will speak Friday, at 8 p.m.
in the Howard Johnson Motor
Hotel at 900 Medical Arts NE. He
said he will present a solid plan to.
restore and maintain each inSpace settlements an.d endividual's human rights,
vironmental
quality of work places
In a news rel~asc, Davidson said,
arc
the
topics
of technical papers to
"My experience, research and
be
delivered
at two international
studies tell me the Communist
meetings
this
month by Wolfgang
enemy has gained such positions of
Preiser,
associate
professor in the
influence in Washington that they
have been able to practically dictate UNM school of architecture and
manY of our government policies, plannirtg.
and they arc using a human rights . On Oct. 23 through Oct. 25,
propaganda barrage. as a· smoke Preiser will attend the f 3th World
screen to cover their attack on Congress Of the International
Unioh of ~rchitects in Mexico City
rights and freedom.''
The release said Davidson was a where he will deliver a paper en•
guerrilla war expert IVith the Green titled "Habitability· Considerations
Ucrcts and is. the prescht manager ill Space Setll~mel1ts."

Professor
to deliver
space papers
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by Garry Trudeau
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John Bircher blasts
Carter's statements

Bruce raps rag
Editor:
Hey, I work in the same building you guys do, but you never say shit
to me. So I figured you would listen if I wrote you a letter.
Anyway, the LOBO has plenty of critics who are willing to comment
on the rag, and believe you me, I'm one ofthem. A week ago Monday, I
was cooling my heels in Okies and adjusting my eyes to the BosoxYankees playoff game on the tube. During the bottom of the fourth
(pitcher of brew or Inning, it doesn't matter!, I had a certain thought
that relates to the LOBO.
. In my younger days, I Was relief pitcher for a backwater minor league
farm club. 1'11 always remember the game with our all-time rivals, the
Big-Leaguers. Our manager, Larry Oskiewitcz, decided to let Lefty, the
rookie, play shortstop. Lefty went out there all fired up, spat a chaw out
his mouth, punched his glove and let three runs come in.
"Christ," says larry. But Lefty was confident and took the field again
and let two grounders and a fly ball pass him, allowing three more runs
in. We had two runs over the Big-Leaguers, so Larry left him in. In the
seventh, it was a tied game when the rookie took up his position. lhree
fly balls.whiz.zed over his head and two more runners .scored.
"That does it," Larry says disgustedly. He threw Lefty out of the
game and says, "Guess I'll just have to do it myself.'' So Larry grabs a
mitt and goes out there to play shortshop. In the bottom of the ninth in
a tied game, Larry the manager lets three groUnders by him and we l~st
the game.
So Larry comes huffing back to the dugout and says, "That rookie
has the position so screwed up no one cah play it."
Bruce in the mail room down the hall

.~~~;j s~·ru,·c~l~~h~c~~i:~~:;~:i~li,:l that ti

JJy TOMAS SOTO

Both sides of the story
Editor:
I read with interest your editorial of Oct. 2. I think the LOBO has done
an excellent job covering the fractionated grading proposal and at the
same time giving your readers both sides of the story. I would like to
note, however that in the second to last paragraph beginning "under
current regulations . . . • . . . . " your statement with respect to the
transcript is not correct.
The present policy of UNM is that all repeated courses, regardless of
grade, appear on the student's record. Only the higher grade earned is
computed in the student's grade point average.
Fred Chreist Jr.
Registrar

number of minority student ud1111\'>llln., .:ontinuc to increa,;c.
"Within 20 year,;, hopefully there
will no lo11~cr be u need for a
minority program such a,; this
bccau>c minority ;tudcnl; should
be competitive enough on their own

Group handles problems

Parents' needs met

Bigotry flourishes
By Debbie Levy

minority stndents, Atcndo said.
"\Vc arc obviou.1ly taking a chnnce
accepting many of the.sc >!udcnt'
witlt low grade point. averages,
howc\'cr their rcrformancc> in
medical school generally dispell any
doubt we had," he said.

medical school," said Dr. Alonzo
Atencio, assistant dean of student
alTa irs at the School of Medicine.
The Me(lical Career Opportunity
Program is part of the Affirmative
Action program begun at UNM in
1971 to increase minority student
admissions to the medical school.
[n 1970, of 30 I students enrolled
in the medical school . only three
were minority students. This year
there arc 62 minority students
enrolled in the medical school. This
increase is part 'of a larger trend at
medical schools across the country.
ln 1970, out of 35,000 medical
students nationwide, there were
only
47
Mexican-American
students, who comprise the largest
minority group. This year there are
almo.st 600 Mexican-American
students in medical schools.
Approximately 25 minority
students take the preparatory
health science classes each summer
at the UNM Medical School.
Students who complete these classes
have generally done as well as other
medical students during the regular
school year, Atencio said.
Approximately 90 per cent of the
minority students who begin studies
at the medical school graduate
while among non-minority students
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Probation

"Ali
undergraduate.>
on
prohalion arc required to report to
an udvi~or and, c~~cntiully, .~ign a
,:ontracl ~tating their academic
rc.;pon.;ibilitie.;," he .;aid.
"We want the >ttH.lcnt to
acknowledge his probatiort and
karn the rcqt<ircmcnt.; to get off
prohalion. 1 '
Contacted about the problem,
llnivcrsity Registrar Fred Chrcht
suid there were l wo major reasons
lor the high number of engineering
students
on
probation.
l)
1' n!(inccring classes may be more
dillicult 1han classes in other
colleges, and 2) Probation
regulations in the College of
l·.ngincering may be "tighter" than
probation rules in other collcgc.s,
( 'hrcist said the engineering
college has a unique academic
requirement.. An engineering
sttrdcnt will be placed on acftdcmic
suspension if he is unable to
maintain for two consecutive
semester.>, a GPA of 2.0 or better,
rc~ardkss
of the students
,·umulativc CJJ>A. Other college
requirements rnay refer only to a
~tudents cumulative GPA, said
Chrci>l.
"A student may come into the
c~c or Engineering with a good

MECHA surveys
Chicano's attitudes

lr.;ontmuad frarn pano 11

Cil'A, but may have two bad
semesters in the college and be
suspended," said Chrcisl.
Chrcist said the number of
stLtdcnts on probation in each
college is a product of the Individual academic requirements of
that college. "They each have their
own rules," IJc said. "It all depends
on which college you're in."
Whan said his department was
"discouraged" by tile large number
or students on probation.
"There arc a lot of students in
engineering that shouldn't be
here," he said, "Some students
aren' l prepared for college, and
others
shouldn't
be
in
engineering."
He said his department counsels
some students to transfer out of
engineering. "They may do just
fine in some other field," he explained.
Suspcnsio11 figures for the
College of Engineering correspond
with a campus-wide increase in
suspcn.>ion rates. Last fall,
U niversily suspension figures rose
to 10.5 per cent of the total student
body compared to only 4,6 per cent
student suspensions the preceding
semester.

By RAY GLASS
A Chicano student group is handing out surveys today on the mall in an
attempt to discover the attitudes of Chicano students at UNM and to avoid
political problems which plagued the group's forerunner two years ago.
Through the survey the Moviemento Estudantil Chicano de Aztlan
(Student Chicano Movement of Aztlan) is attempting to find out what
Chicano students want and the problems they face at UNM, said MECHA
organizer Gloria Sawtelle.
"The organization is open to everyone who w<~nts to deal with Chicano
issues. But we don't want to tell Chicanos at the University what the issues
are, we want them to tell us," Pauline Romero, another MECHA
organizer said.
Romero said the policy for listening to the students is completely different than the policy MECHA previously operated.
"Two years ago MECHA organizers never took the time out to know
the University student, They didn't know what they were dealing with,"
she said.
"They excluded a lot of people and supported a certain clique within the
organization. They tried to tell students what to do instead of listening to
the students.
This split MEC HA into political factions which caused the organization
to be disbanded, she said.
Romero said the new organization is establishing contacts within UNM
and is attempting to unite organizations within Chicano Studies to
overcome "a whole year of apathy on t.he part of Chicano students."
Although MECHA is open to any interested Chicano student at UNM,
the organization currently has 15 members.
"We've kept it small in the beginning on purpose," Sawtelle said. "The
organizers don't want tb be leaders; we want everyone to be involved. That
is why it is important to find out why students want to ioin."

1979 Graduates computer SciencelEE's

career
kend
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ovmHS purchase opproprllltf! advertising to guarantee
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Peter MacDonald will be on
campus today to talk with Native
American students at 2 in the NAS
Center.

The National Chicano Health
Organization will have their first
weekly meeting tonight at 6. The
meeting will be held at Chicano
Studies Center, 1815 Roma N.E.
For more information call277-5020
or277-5029.

The ASUNM/GSA Poetry Series
is having a reading at 7:30 in the
Anderson Room of Zimmerman
Library. Readers will be Karl Kopp
and E.A. Mares. Both of these
writers have published work in the
Indian Rio Grande Anthology and
elsewhere. Admission is free, and
everyone is welcome.

There will be a meeting of Las
Campanas, the junior honorary,
tonight at7:30 in Hokona Lounge.

-a 3-step introduction
to career opportunities
with NCR in
Wichita.

There will be a tenants rights
workshop Thursday night at 7 .at
the Heights EOB Building, 7013
Central N, E. It will be CO"
sponsored by NM-PIRG and Vista.

SF3, the UNM Science Fiction
and Fantasy Club, will have a joint
meeting with the Albuquerque
Science Fiction Society at 7:30p.m ..
on Thursday at 8321 Menual N.E.

Step one:

The UNM Mountain Club will
meet tonight at 7:30 in room335 of
Ortega Hall.

Phone NCR at (316) 687-6192, collect, for a briefing
on career opportunities at NCR/Wtchita.

step Two:

The Association of Accounting
Students will hear Senator Pete
Domenici speak about the Federal
Budget on Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
this is an open meeting-all interested faculty and students are
invited to attend.

Tell us about yourself. About your strengths: career
goals- short range and long-term. Chance!l are good
we'll invite you to a Career Weekend ...
an all-expenses-paid, in-depth look at NCR's
fast-paced Wichita operations.

step Three:

You will also have a preview of our accredited,
In-House Master's Program in Computer Science,
You'll enjoy a balanced look at life in stress-free
Wichita and surrounding countryside. In short, by
sunday night both you and NCR will know if "the
circuits are right."

NOW HERf1 THIS EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS POI.(t;Y: Any
chrrrtored orgNnl~ation or comp!Ji!i group may submit lrnnounctJt11rm(s of 11111/tltS or sper:IIJ/ mmJtlngs to the
nUwsroom, R~om 138. Marron Hall. Tha LDbo will atttimpt to
pU(J{ish norir:us tho day Qt~foro 11t1d tha day of the moetfng

ASUNM Fall General Election
candidates' meeting will be held
today in room 231 D of the SUB.
All candidates for the senate and
their campaign workers are urged
to attend.

Introducing

A 2-day, red carpet tour of our showcase facilities,
and a series of "one-on-one'' briefings by our top
technical managers. Areas to be covered inclUde:
"Opportunities for Total Systems Involvement";
''The Market for Business Computer Systems, and
what this has to do with' career choices"j latest
advances in Distributed Data Processing, direct
migration, hardware compilers, LSI!VLSl technology,
and more.

Chairman selected

Call us today. Or, if you prefer, write
promptly to: Mr. Jerry Long, Manager,
Professional Recruitment, NCR
Corporation, Engineering and
Manufacturing, 3718 North Rock Road,
Wichita, KS 67226.

NCR
.

.

Complete Computer Systems

The Inter-varsity Christian
Feilowship will discuss "What is
Inter-Varsity"? on Thursday at .
7:30 p.m. in the International
Student Center.

Campus Crusade for Christ will
hold their weekly leadership
training class on Thursday night at
7 in room 340 of the Family
Practice Center.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Bl<>od donations will be taken
today from 9 to 3 in the Roberts
room of Schols Hall.

An international group interested
in improving health through
education has chosen a state
chairman for New Mexico,
Dr. Laurence Callan, deputy
director of the community-based
New Mexico Cancer Control
Program, has been appointed New

Mexico chairman of the International Union for Health
Education. IUHE is a nongovernmental organization which
cooperates closely with the World
Health
Organization
and
UNESCO.
Callan is especially interested in

Professor publishes
A book co-edited by a UNM
professor may help bridge a
communication gap which has kept
many American psychologists out
of touch with developments in
Soviet psychology since the l 930s.
Educational foundations and
linguistics Professor Vera JohnSteiner collaborated with two
Rockefeller University professors
and an Albuquerque woman to edit
"Mind in Society," a collection of
theoretical essays by Russian
psychologist L.S. Vygotsky.
Printed by Harvard University
Press, the book pieces together
sections from four of Vygotsky's
writings dating from 1930. The
Soviety psychologist, who died of
tuberculosis in 1934, is considered a
pioneer
in
developmental
psychology.
The only previous English
translations of Vygotsky's works
were "Thought and Language,"
published by MIT Press in 1962 and
"The Psychology of Art," first
published in 197[.
John-Steiner became interested
in Vygotsky after reading
"Thought and Language," but she
said she had always been interested
in many of the concepts which
Vygotsky researched.
"I did my Ph.D dissertation on
the relationship of language to
thought," she said. "That wasn't a
popular topic in American
psychology of the .1950s. l decided

that since 1 was multi-lingual, it was
necessary for me to understand the
role of language in thought.
Discovering what mental tasks
people approach by inner speech
and by visualization is very interesting to me."
"Mind in Society" started out as
a relatively modest project, John·
Steiner said, but became a major
endeavor. The project was
originally .initiated by Moscow
University Professor Alexander
Romanovich Luira, a co-worker
with Vygotsky during the 1930s,
who died last year.
"Luria thought additional
material on Vygotsky should be
available in the U.S.," JohnSteiner said, "so he translated more
of his essays.''

New Mexico's health education, he
said, because of the state's
cha>acteristics: only one physician
per 1200 people, a rural populiltion
often located hundreds of miles
from the nearest doctor or hospital,
and a lack of professional public
health educators in the state.
New Mexico's rural segment,
along with much of the Southwest,
could be put in the same class as a
struggling third world nation,
Callan sai.d. He .compares tbe
problems of age gap, power
structure, multi-ethnically, an
established colt ural and noncultural
caste system and potential clash of
cultural norms, The educator
suggests that studies made in New
Mexico be shared, and also be used
as a tool for nations in Central and
South America as well as on the
African continent.
The IUHE has established a
North
American
committee
representing the 50 states and
neighboring countries who all have
a strong interest in maintaining
communication with colleagues in
other nations, Callan said.
Health care educators and
professional health care providers
who are interested in the lURE
projects may contact Callan.

MIL W A lJKEE
(UPl)
Liberace, who ran into legal
problems trying to establish a
museum at Milwaukee, has bought
a Las Vegas, Nev., shopping center
where he intends to display his
show business costumes and props.
However, the center will not be
like the museum Liberace has
planned for a mansion in suburban
Wauwatosa, a spokesman said.
Liberace, a native of Milwaukee,
withdrew an offer to buy the
mansion after Abe S. Austin Jt.,
82, refused to move and his at·
torney filed a lawsuit accusing t?e
entertainer of trying to force htm
out of the house.
Austin, who once owned the
mansion, is now living in it as a
rent-paying tenant.

~~Dead"

Mathematical analysis of certain compounds involved in genetic
inheritance will be discussed today in a seminar at the UNM department of
mathematics and statistics.
Dr. MichaelS. Waterman, of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, will
speak on ''Mathematical Prediction of RNA Secondary Structure."
RNA, which stands for ribonucleic acid, is a kind of chemical which
helps control genetic expression in cells.
The talk will begin at 3:30p.m. in Room 428 of the UNM Humanities
Building. The talk will be free of charge and the public is invited to attend.

she also would be traveling to eyebrows shaved and enter the
Monte Carlo on business. "It has Buddhist monkhood next month,
nothing to do with a pregnancy and the royal household announced
nothing's wrong With my marriage, Tuesday.
I'm just going to Monte Carlo on
business, .. she said.
Sources close to the Greek heiress
LONDON (UP!) Princess
said she is expected to discuss the Alexander, cousin of Queen
future of her vast shipping empire Elizabeth II, will visit Egypt Oct. 31
with her bankers and lawyers to Nov. 7 at the invitation of
before returning to the Soviet President Anwar Sadat. A
Union.
spokesman for her household
announced Tuesday.
The spokesman said the invitation was extended more than a
BANGKOK, Thailand (UPI) year ago, but the princess had been
Crown Prince Vajiralongkorn, a unable to accept previously because
handsome 26-yeal'-old ~eir to the of other commitments, especially
· Thai throne, will have hts he!id and_ during the 1977 silver jubilee year.
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A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training's
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus

FRIDAY - OCTOBER 13
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities . for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
..• You may qualify for this intensive 12
week, post·graduate course,. which enables you to put your education to work
as a skilled member of the legal team.

Arrange to attend the presentation
between 9 & 10 am, interviews
follow. For further information
Contact: Career Planning and
Placement, 277-2531
For Free Brochure, conlact:

i1J UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
SD Lawyer's Assistant Program

Room 318, Serra Hall
San Diego, CA 92110
(714) 291-6480 Ext. 4325

The ASUNm/PEC Presents the

UNm HOmECOmiNG CONCERT

8:00pm
Friday, Octobeor 20, 1978
. o.t theo UNm At•na
Tlcketa available at o.ll ticket mc:r.ate1 location•
P•lcea
&J&.SO
largelt\selectlon
anywher• In the C:lly

Moscow boring
GENEVA (lJPl) - Christina
Onassis, apparently bored with
Moscow but still in love with her
soviet husband, arrived Tuesday
from Moscow for a one-week visit
in Switzerland, airport officials
said.
Before leaving Moscow, she said

"The United States has much more respect for denJOcratic rights
compared to Mexico, though there arc injustices; I've been denied the
right to work and the right to travel. The latter was lifted pnrtially
when I protested that it was a res1riction of the democratic righlli of
American people to hear political ideas."
So says Hector Marroquin, termed by many as a victim of political
persecution in Mexico, who is applying for political asylum in the U.S.
Marroquin held a private interview Tuesday and later spoke at the
Kiva A"ditoriurn.
He said his is not an individual case, but an example for thousands
of other refugees who are not accepted in this country because their
home governments arc friendly to us.
"No department in the U.S. government is willing to say that antidemocracy exists in Mexico because of the political imp!icat.ions; it
would be saying Mexico has a repressive regime and violates human
rights.''
When asked who was behind the refusal to grant him
asylum-whether it was the Immigration Departmclll distri.ct director,
bureaucracy in the Stale Department., or U.S. policy as a wholcMarroquin replied, "U.S. policy is very limited, and the district
director is just following these standards, but this policy becomes
particularly acute when the individual decision-maker is prejudiced
and racist."
If allowed to remain in the U.S., Marroquin said that the reactio11
of the Mexican government and Mexican politicians will be damaging
because they want to maintain an image of democracy.
He said, though, if allowed to stay it will be an authentic humanrights victory for the majority of people in Mexico., Latin America and
all over the world.
"The solidarity of American people in tbis struggle for justice and
democracy in the oppressed colonial countries is the key for success,"
Marroquin

Prince's monkhood

sued

LOS ANGELES (UPl) ~United
Artists Records has filed a $300,000
breach of contract suit against the
rock music group the Grateful
Dead,.
The superior court suit, reported
Tuesday, charged that Arista
Records Inc., Grateful Dead
Records and Round Records
breached a contract by failing to
pay six months worthS of royalties
owed to United Artists.

denii!!.c~t!}ghts

Analysis of genetics
topic of discussion

About people
Liberace center

Refugee cites

Along with your favorite
2900 Coors Rd NW
PIZZA
1-40 and Coors Rd In the Palamino Com~ex
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Center Tom Ryan
Seeking Pride
On Lobo Gridiron

Baseball

In football, a quarterback,
running back or receiver gains not
only a personal sense of pride but
also a team sense of pride when he
scores a touchdown, breaks a run
for a long gain or hauls in a long
pass.
Tom Ryan, center for the UNM
football team and Daily LOBO
Player of the Week, has a different
idea of gaining personal and team
pride.
Ryan, a 6-2 senior from Alsip,
Illinois, said, ''I gain my sense of
pride when I put somebody on their
back. lf the quarterback or the
running back has time to do his job
effectively, I feel I've controlled my
opponent."
Also in the game of football, a
mistake by an individual affects not
only the player's performance but
also the team's performance.
"If I miss a blocking assignment," Ryan said, "I've not only
let myself down but I've let the
team down as well."
By no means is the center's job a
glamorous one. The center is
responsible for properly snapping
the ball to the quarterback, ex-

Reaches
Surn111it
During the 1978 baseball season

!~ more than a million hot d,ogs were

•

UNM'S ANDEAN STUDY AND lillSEAUCH CENTER IN
QlllTO, ECUADOR OFFEHS Ul'PER DIVISION AND
GHADUATE COUllSES HELATED TO LA11N AMEHICA
in the social ~ienccs, languages and literature.
Applic:muts should have 11 Gl'A of 2.5 or better and two years of
c::ollc~e Spanish or its C<tuivalent since all classes arc taught in
Spamsh.
DEAD LIN I~ for Spring Semester: October 31, 1978
Lntin American Center
229 Ortcgn Hall phone 277-2636

consumed, millions of gallons or
beer were poured down millions of
baseball rans' throats during about
a million games that were played.
But the hotdog and beer season is
over. October brings with it
champagne time. The sweet,
smooth, bubbly taste of champagne
is what it's all about.
But looking back at it now,
baseball had one of its better years.
It was the season when Pete Rose
caught the eye of a nation which
needed some distraction from the
Mideast confrontations and innation's continuous rise.
For 44 consecutive games Rose
hit safely and it appeared that
Mighty Joe DiMaggio's record of
56 consecutive game-hits might be
in danger.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

:• Good news about
:• auto insurance for
: college students.

:•
:•
:·

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

We'd like to insure yqur car.
Why? Because we specialize in
providing auto insurance for young
drivers.
Who are we? Criterion
Insurance Company is a dependable,
financially strong company offering

mation. Or simply complete and
mail the coupon below and we'll
send you a rate quotation. There's
no obligation, of course.

•

•

Call or Write:
•
881-1687
•
•
important benefits like: convenient
7_2 00 Menaul Boulevard •
payment plans, country-wide claim
•
service, driver training discounts
Albuquerque
•
••
and a wide choice of coverages to
New Mexico 87110
.•
•
protect you and your car.
•
Like to know more? Call or
Criterion •
•
visit us tod?y for a free, pers~nal
00
00 Insurance •
• - _:a~ ;:o~t~ ,:~::~t~~:.
c,2~~~nX -•

........ ______

•

Yes f

•

Name

•

Address

•

City

State & Zip

•

Occupation

Spouse's Occupai!Of'l

•
•
•

HAS ANY DRIVER WlrHtN rHE LAST3 YEARS:
Been. involved ih an accident?
Yes D NoD How many?
Had license suspended or revoked? Yes D NoD
Been convicted of a traffic violation? Yes 0 NoD How many?
Give brief details about any "'yes" answers above including approximate dates:

•
•
•

••

•

Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation.
0 Male
D Single
Age _ _ _ _ O Female 0 Married
Apt.#

•

•
•

List all additional drivers in your household:

•
•

-·
...

.•
•

.

.

•

•

Location of car If different
from above address:
Car111 City
State------Gar #2 City
State·
. ·
·· · ·

By JOHN LANEY
Kenny Page, a guard who was
named All-Big Ten second team last
season as a freshman at Ohio State,
has transferred to UNM and will be
eligible to play for the Lobos next
year.
Page is ineligible this year due to
an NCAA ruling which prohibits
immediate eligibility to an athlete
who transfers from another fouryear school. He will have three
years of eligibility at UNM
beginning next year.
Page spurned other offers to
transfer and accepted scholarship
from Lobo Coach Norm Ellenberger.
"I seri~usly considered NevadaLas Vegas," Page said, "But they
wanted me to go to a junior college
first so that l could keep Up my
Matus playing, instead of sitting out
a year. I didn't like the idea."
After all the junior college
transfers Ellenberger has recruited,
Page is his first transfer from
another four-year school.
The 6' 3", 185-pound Page was
suspended by Buckeye Coach
Eldon Miller for the 1977-78
season.

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn S2Q 00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

••
•
•

Donor Center

•
•

••
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

• • • • • CLIPANDMAILTHISCOUPONTODAY • • • • •

!
1eams, having survived through
some ridiculous number of games,
that matter.
In one league, we have the
sunshine boys from Los Angeles
who all bleed Dodger Blue, with the
apparent exception of Steve Garvey
and Don Sutton who broke the
happiness of the LA set-up.
However, since that fight the
Dodgers won close to 60 per cent of
their final37 games.
In the other league, it's the

I
!

continued on page 9

Page Joining Lobos

Blood
Plasma

•

Days per week driven to
worK:
Car 111-·-Gar 112--·
One way mileage: ·
dar 111-···--Car #2-·_

•

•
•
•

While New York City was again
trying to keep itself out of financial
disaster, a skinny kid named Ron
Guidry was making a disaster out
of opposing batters.
Guidry, everybody's pick for the
Cy Young award, won 25 games,
had an almost non-existent earned
run average (I. 74) and shut out nine
opposing teams. Dave Parker led
the major leagues with his .334
batting average, beating out Rod
Carew's .3330.
But now there are only two

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

"There were some personal
differences between me and the
coach," Page said.
Page played in 26 of the
Buckeyes' 27 games, starting 18
times. He averaged 12.3 points and
5.4 rebounds, both second best on
the team. He played on the AAU
all-star team which toured Ru>sia
last year, made 44.5 per cent of his
shots and 81.6 per cent of his free
throws.
Page lived in Durham, N.C. until
he was 15 when he moved to Staten
Island, N.Y. to live with his aunt
and uncle.
"I moved to New York to get
more exposure and play a better
brand of basketball," Page said.
Page averaged 30 points and 15
rebounds in his senior year at
McKee High, making most AllAmerican teams and receiving more
than 150collegeoffers.
"I went to Ohio State because I
didn't want to sit on the bench my
first year," Page said. "I knew I
would be able to get a lot of playing
time my freshman year."
Page is probably the best candidare for team leader. Howe.ver,
he is redshirting this year ahd the
lobos desperately need some sort of
court leadership right away.
"At this time of the year, the
players at Ohio State work hard at
whatever they do. Whether its
running or playing, everybody trys
to he! p the team become much
better than it was last year," Page
said. "But here at UNM the players
want to be pampered and are being
pampered too much. Wherever they
were before the)' came here, thev

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

1200 San Pedro NE
262·1946
Parking in rear

Yanb,
Ja~kson

Rq>.~tc

and

''l' l:ty·olh''

Ron

I

I·

I

i

'

I-

f

l

I;
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continued from page a
must have had it too easy. Then
when they get up to the level where
they should work harder, they're
loafing. It's not the coaches' fault,
it's the players involved. They have
to get off those ego trips that
they're on or whatever their
problem is and leave that all aside.
We are in a team situation, not that
one-on-one selfish stuff. If they
want to win, their attitude better
change .. "
Page said he enjoyed a weekend
in Las Vegas recently that would
have turned into a hassle at Ohio
State.
"The coaches here let you have
your freedom," Page said. "At
Ohio State it Was like you were a
robot. lf J wanted to go to New
York for the weekend, the coaches
would want to know why and ask
me all sorts of questions. I really
don't think it's any of their
business. I can't be dealing with
anything like that."
Page said the biggest difference
between and Ohio State was the
friendliness of the students.
"Ohio State is a lot bigger than
UNM," Page said. "And the
students arc a lot different. Here at
UNM you can walk around the
campus and say hi to people and
they'll say hi back. But at Ohio
State if you say hi to someone, they
look at you like your crazy. The
students are detinitely mote
friendly here."
Page was elated after he saw the
Pit for the first time.
"The Pit is a super gym," Page
said. "I've never seen a gym like
that before. It's the best I've ever
Seen.''
The team has been running
regularly now for several weeks and
Page is always one of the top
finishers. His intensity is just as
great on the court.
"I want to stay on top of
everything this year, like running
and lifting weights, so next year I'll
be ready ....

( 0'\ I \('

It would he fiuing, if the .wrie;
Ia; ted the full seven games, wif h
plenty of late-inning rallies and
heroic action.~ which could be rerun
on T.V. The Dodgers should get the
champagne this year, but it loob
like it will lake them seven games to
uo it in.
There's the l"cclin~, tllou~h. that
all the beer and hotdog; that were
consumed in 1978 ta;tcd a; ~ood to
the million> of fans as the champagne will to the baseball cham·
pions of the world.
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as it does after five minutes.
. A precision haircut with shampoo and
blow-dry costs just S14.00 for guys or gals. less
10% of course. We also offer permanent
waves. coloring. frosting dnd conditioning.
No appointment needed, just come in.
Take advantage of our offer, it's precisely
what you need.

~

Command Performauee
Montgomery Blvd. at Eubank

ll.nd
I'

~HI' •.t \\ ,t,lllngtun • 2b;~\,\4~l-

Store hOurs Mori • Fri 9:00 ari1•9:00 pm
Sat 9:00 ari1·6:00 pm
298-9521

[Jlll

For l'rcrcgistt·athm and.
Informal i.on Call:

(For students only.)

Come by for a special student discount card.
It's good fora whole year. and entitles you to
10% off any Command Performance service.
Including our precision haircut.
Precision haircutting is our technique for
cuffing the hair in harmony with the way it
grows. So as it grows it doesn't lose its shdpe.
Your haircut will look as good after five days

(j

fkld l"X[)I.'r[~·m·l'

PRECISION AJ A DISCOUNt

"'"'s""''"'"'"o'""o' Sierra Vista ShOpping Center
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Pre-Hire
Temporary
Services
Laborers,
Domestics,
Clerical,
needed.
Wages above Minimum.
No fee, must have tran•
sportation and phone

Baseball

... More

continued on page 9
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ploding off the line, and leading the
offensive charge.
Ryan said, "I sec my job at
center as a personal thing. It's me
against the guy across the line. If I
don't do the job of blocking him
out, no one will. It's me against this
person and someone has to win."
After viewing the game films of
the UNM-Wyoming tilt, the Lobo
coaches graded Ryan the best
offensive player of the contest.
Lobo head coach Bill Mondt
said, "Wyoming nose guard Mike
Webb was totally ineffective
against Tom," Webb was taken out
of the game in the fourth quarter
and replaced by the Wyoming
center.
"He (Webb) didn't hold me
back," Ryan said. "! went around
him and got the linebackers,
keeping the middle tough."
Although Ryan was graded as the
best offensive player by the
coaches, he said, "I really wasn't
satisfied with my play against
Wyoming. I think I did better
against Brigham Young."

By l'ETER MADRID

lilt J. l ktobt·r I I, HJIH

l'<t~t·lL

!'age JO, Nr•w Mr·xi<" Daily LOBO, (ktoiJ<•r 11, HJ?H

This Week's Films
By (;JNETTE PAIWEE
Tonight is the fiN in l! two part
look at the works of Stan
Ilrakhngc, the master of avant·
gardc cinema. Part One will feature
the earlier works, including
"I.oving," "Anticipation of the
Night," and "The Dead."
Brakhage i'> a very personal
f
filmmaker, often centering on his
family and friends. But his films arc
not home movies -- they arc the
subjective images of a poet's mind.
Brakhage's images and metaphors
<Ire rich and thought-provoking
because he sees with his camera
Jo.mes Deo.n confronts hla po.renta In o. ac1tn1t fr<;>m "R1tb1tl l'll~hout A what we see in life. The textures are
familiar if looked at carefully
Cauatt."
because they can be reduced to the
skin of a child or the ripple of fur
on a goat''> back. lt is only through
the unusual juxtapositioning of the
'hapcs, movements and textures
that the true thought process is
born. It is free verse and stream-ofconsciousness of film.
''Anticipation'' is a particularly
interesting film in that it is one of
the first f'ilms Brakhage made after
his marriage. It is a dialogue with
the world outside, not as an isolated
man, but as a man secun; in his
loving and being loved by a woman.
Come and do some dancing with
The earlier works of Stan Brakhagc
shows tonight at 8 p.m. in the SUB
.
Theater.
Jl!lU.I[
l!J iU
Mr. Cool himself, the one that
out-fonzcs the Fonz, James Dean,
will be swaggering down alleys and
Friday and Saturday Nights
across lonely streets as he and
Oct. 1:3Ul-14th
girlfriend Natalie Wood try to find
meaning in life. Dean and Wood
arc products of middle-class
D<xn·s Open at 8::30
suburbia. They arc rejected by
parents who just don't care. Where
can
they turn? "Rebel Without A
TwoTicl<cts to t•AUJ,O CnUISI~
Cause," a film no less true in I 955
will be given away s{,tttrday Night
than in 1978, will be shown
Thrusday night at 7 and 9: I 5 p.m.
Also starring in "Rebel" are
Admission
Dennis Hopper and Sal Minco.
Students
UNM LD. 31.00
She keeps coming back 'cause she
Public S2.00
likes to sing and dance for you.
Belly Boop, everybody's date from

'/
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Charlie Daniels
brings out the besl in people.

<:n the new double live album, ''Volunteer Jarii Ill and IV," Chorlie brings
out hos very talented friends: Wet Willie, Sea Level, Grinderswitch, The Winters
Bros. Bcmd, Willie Nelson, Mylon LeFevre, Bonnie Bramlett, Papa John Creach
and from The Marshall Tucker &ond, Toy Caldwell and Paul Riddle,
On Jon. B, 1977, and Jan. 14, 1978, they all got
~~~
together in the grrmt volunteer stole af Ter1nessE>e
to provide their neighbors with much needed m r
cal relief.
Their occomplishments are talked about
ever good citizens gather.

"Volunleel' Jam m and IV:'
The Charlie Daniels Band wilh special gUests and friends.
They make America great. On Epic: Rec:orcls and Tapes.

out of the inkwell, will be back for
an encore performance this Friday
night at 7, 9: 15 and 1I p.m. Al'>o on
the same bill will be that grinning
feline, Felix the cat.
Direct from behind the Iron
Curtain is a I923 hand-~olorcd
cartoon by Ladi.slas Starcvitch,
"Closed Monday>." "Closed " i>
an imaginative piece dealing with
what can happen in an are gallery
when no one is supposed to be
there. These are all part of
"Animation Night Two" on
Friday,
October wouldn't be October
without a good old Frankenstein

Reminders Of Ourselves
By R.R. SMITH
If you're looking for epic adventure, stunning psychodrama,
riotous comedy or a profound
statement about love, war or deatlr,
"Girlfriends" is not the movie to
see. It is none of these. It hardly has
a plot, much less something to rival
Agatha Christie. But "Girlfriends"
is
charming
and
uniquely
satisfying.
One clue that will tell you that
"Girlfriends" is a different kind of
movie is that it is made by Claudia
Weill, the woman who put together
the documentary of the first
woman's delegation to visit
China-"The Other Side of the
Sky: A China Memoir," Another is
that funding for the movie was
from the New York Council for the
Arts and the National Endowment
for the Arts.
If you've seen one of those
anthropological films that portrays
the reactions of remote tribespeople
as they first see themselves in a
mirror, in a photograph or on film,
· you will understand what the point
of "Girlfriends" is. lt is a wonderful experience. It is selfconfirming and delightful. It gives
people a chance to laugh at
themselves and see themselves in
perspective with the rest of the
world.
"Girlfriends" is the story of
Susan Weinblatt (portrayed by
Melanic Mayron) a young Woman
in New York City attempting to
establish herself as a professional
photogragher.
She goes about the day to day
strUggle of cstablishit1g her independence and finding her own

'The Big Fix':
Flowed But Fun
The Big Fix
108 minutes

Enlist some good •nentb and see the mo~e \VOiunieer Jam"at a dleatro near you.

"Epic:~

..,. ate trademarks of CBS Inc. © 1978 CBS Inc.

sense ofitlentity. For both Mayron
and Weill the 111m is very close to
their own experience. Mayron was
'>Ct to try photojournalism if she
didn't make .it as an actress; Weill
came to filmmaking by way of still
photography. But the experience is
broader than that particular choice
of professions. Mayron said,
"Susan was the lirst character that
I had seen who seemed Ii kc me and
had any relationship to my
friends ... It was like everybody
just out of training from college or
high school or whatever, and you
know what you want to do with
your life ... , but right now you're
not doing it and you have to find
out how to begin.''
Weill originally thought it was a
bit silly to try something so close to
home, but she wanted "to deal with
material that I knew well." It was a
wise choice. 'fhcre are no particularly unusual characters or epic
events in the film. It's strength jg in
the way it portrays what actually
happens when you first try to
"make it on your own." The
nuances are recognizable and
consistently ring true-the mixed
feelings of happiness and betrayal
when your best friend gets married,
the boredom and sense ofisolation
that can come from living alone,
the challenge of getting past the
supercilious receptionist to get the
interview to get the job.
"Girllriends" is a modest attempt for a first dramatic film, but
it is a good attempt. If you're
expecting another "Julia" or "The
Turnit1g Point,'' you will undoubtedly be disappointed. But you
may well find reminders of yourself
or your friends. In any case,
"Girlfriends" is worth seeing.
Discount tickets to "Girlfriends"
arc available at the SUB box office.

Wyoming Mall Theater
By MIKE FORD
Artother detective story set in the
all·tOO-familiar milieu of Southern
California? Los Angeles and the
surrounding area must lend itsdfto
such tales. in spite of sharing a
setting and similar plot with many

niQvies (stories) of its type, "The
Big Fix" brings enough fresh ideas
to thcgenre to be worthwile.
Richard Dreyfuss co11tinucs his
excellent screen work with his witty,
casually
clever private
detective I
. -- Moses Wine. Wine is a clue·
playing; marijuana·snioking
detective who seems hardly curious
enough to solve his case. Solve it he
does, however, by floating amollg
the suspects and witnesses and
t:ontlnood on page 11

~' Hcart.breuk~r·'

Dolly l'artun
HCA Al'lr27')7

No Smoke
The ASUNM Speakers Committee announced TllCSday that
Thursday night's lecture "Reefer
Madness NORML Presentation" has been cancelled, Alex
Kaplan, Lire hel\d of New Mexico
NORML, was sdreduled to be the
feature speaker_
David Nidel, chairman of the
Speakers Committee, said the
NORML presentation would be
rescheduled, probably for ;1 dme in
early February.

Wednesday, Oc!.ll
Film; The earlier v.ork,; of Stan
Brakhagc, 8 p.m., SUB Theater.
Admission charged.
Thursday, Oct, 12
Performance;
Clas,;ics Theater
Company presents Shakespeare's
"Twelfth Night.," 8:15 p.m.,
Popejoy Hall. Admission charged.
Film; "Rebel Without a Cause"
'iarring James Dean, 7 and 9: I 5
p.m., SUB Theater. Admission
charged.
Friday, Oct.13
Film; Animation Night II, eleven
different animated films, 7 and 9:15
p.m., SUB Theater. Admission
charged.
l'erformance: Cla"ic Theater
Company, ~"c Thur·:J=t''·
Saturday·, Oct. 14
Concert; UNM Choir Day Concert,
featuring U NM Concert Choir,
New Mexico high school singers,
and the UNM Orchestra, John M.
Clark conductor, 8;15 p.m., SUB
Ballroom. Free.
Performance;
Classics Theater
Company, see Thursday.
Film;
"Andy
Warhol's
Frankenstein," 7,9:15 and 11:30
p.m., SUB Theater. Admission
charged.
Sunday, Oct. 15
l'erformance;
Classics Theater
Company presents Shakespeare's
"Twelfth Night," matinee only,
2:15
p.m.,
Popejoy
Hall.
Admission charged.
Concert; The Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra with Robert Shaw
conducting, 8:15 p.m., Popejoy
Hall. Admission charged.

"Girlfriends"

1

ExcluSive F'ilm Distribution:. Roger Grod Productions Int. Management & Direction: Joe SuiiJV<ln,

Arts Events

ffi~tlanllt ffiayron (L), the ato.r, and Claudio. Weill, th1t director, of

Girlrricnds
lOS minutes
Warner Brothers
.Louisiana Dlvd. Cinema

Long Pla_yers

ARTS

picture. Thi' vcar the !'Tim
Committee "i~IJO'> to put a bit of a
twist in the laboratory with Andy
Warhol's
''Frankenqein.''
Monique Van Vooren and Joe
D' Alle<,andro are two stitched
together super-human\ designed to
breed a race of supcrbabies. Made
in 1974, "Frankcmtein" b the
goric>t,
bloodiest,
film of
decapitation and murder you've
ever seen. But please don't be
offended - it is also one of the
funniest
''Frnakensteins''
ever
made. Andy Warhol's film will be
shown Saturday at 7, 9:15 and
11:30 p.m. in the SUB Theater.

... The Big Fix
[continued from puge 10/

Continuing Events
ExltiiJit; "Albuquerque AntiPhotographs",
a
collection
gathered by .1 oe Marshall, featuring
alternative works to current trends.
New Art Building, Room 202,
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Free.
Exhibit; Works by Emilie Von
Auw and David Gale, and other
recent acquisitions for the permanent collection. Jonson Gallery,
thru Oct. 12. Daily except Monday,
noon to 6 p.m. Free.

!'o:t'\\ ~lt•\ko ]),til\ I.OilO. (hotnl"'' 11. l!171i

subliminally snapping on the
solution while watching TV.
Unfortunately, the other characters
in the movie don't attain the level
of performance that Dreyfuss
maintains.
What saves the movie, in addition to Dreyfuss' performance,
arc the small touches or originality
throughout. Avoidng the seamy
underworld side of Los Angeles
that is described so well in
Raymond Chandler's novels,
Moses Wine does his detecting on
the wealthy, upper middle class side
of society, Almost every person
important to the sol\•irrg of the case
- including Wine - is an ex-60's
radical. The whole movie is permeated with a kind of bitter
nostalgia for the good old days of
idealistic student protest. Much of
the motivation for the characters'
actions
comes
from
their
frustration at choosing "the
system" over idealistic protest
against it. Moses Wine is certainly
the world's only private detective to
go investigating in a VW convertible with his mother and two
young sons in tow.
Little touches like these provide
the enjoyment in "The Big Fix".
The movie is marred, however, by
cardboard characterization in the
supporting cast, an unconvincing
motive for the villain, and a less
than exciting mystery for Moses to
solve. The movie is highlighted by
Dreyfuss's portrayal of Wine, the
several original touches mentioned
above, and is, in the main, flawed
but fun.

other people coni rihutc tlll the
ulbum.
It's not really rod, and i!'' not
really c'<Hlntry. It's just DlliiY.
sounding her best, a\ al\1 avs, wh~n
the bucJ..ground musk i,l.: muted,
and the dear, ptne tones of her
gmpel-type qylings are allowed ttl
stand out. -- J. 13. Skenandore

Dolly Parton's mu.sk has never
been strickly country. Fvcn when
she somg with and was pnlduced bv
Port?r ~V~goner whose ~;litter)·
Nudre smts ahsuys make me think
of hirn as an older, displaced David
Bowie. The tunes that suited her Frunk \Vebcr
best were usually smooth, slick '"As The Time Flies"
arrangements with quiet in- RCA-AFII-2963
s:rumentals. Wagoner used
With the recent \Uccess nf Billy
rmnrmum of instruments to
highlight the breathless, little-girl Joel, and the general trend toward
more mellow music, RCA has
quality or her voice.
"Heartbreaker" is her second loaded up !·rank Weber with a
album since she announced her supporting cast to make most
intention to expand beyond the artists drool. They do a wonderful
bounds of country music. But Dolly job, but unfortunately, Weber·'s
Parton I1as not really changed her material is too weak to rnake it
matter.
style.
What good lyrics there are find
Parton wrote 5 of the 10 tunes on
the album, but the production is themselves sledge-hammered into
such a confusing mess of credit.\ randomly selected melodies, and
that it Is hard to .rneasure her latest the few good melodies have lyrics
like the following, about his father:
efforts against earlier work.
Drummer Jim Keltner from Mad "And he alway,s tells me what to do
Dogs and Englishmen, leads the about rnycar." Heavy.
Technically, the recording of the
rhythm section in his own heavy
album
is excellent. It has a nice
style, and "Dr. John" Mac
cover
and
sleeve. And it docs have a
Rcbennack makes an appcarcncc
(somewhere) on piano and about20 nice, old Nat Xing Cole tune, but

nw

listt•ning to . '..1.1
Time F/h•.\"
can truly lw the longc•st ·10 mimllr'
you'll e\er spend.
Rklwrd I.
!l uglrcs
The Hmt her> .Johnson
n

..

Bl:unu

A&M-SP 4714

"Biam," the new Brothe"
J<lhnson Hihurn, produc·ed b:y
()uincy .lone,, is currentlv number
seven on nillboard's '1 op ·l.P's and
number one on the soul chart\ with
a hal r-million in sales.
rr you enjoyed the excitement
and style on their first two albnms,
you rnay he di,appointt·d wtth the
chan!!e on "Biarn." The '>lvlc here
b more mellow, with- fcwc•r
variations in sound and rnmlc'l
lyrics about love themes.
There i" littk excitement on thi.s
album. It sound" more like a
C\lntrncrical !'iller borrowing heavily
on repilitious sounds and the
musical styles of ()uiney Jones and
Johnny "Ouitar" Wat.\on.
!lest cuts: "Mista Cool" (instrumental), "It'a Yott Girl"
(mellow), "So You Won't Stay,"
and "St.rcet Wave." Unfortunately
the signature on this album is not
enough for this Brothers Johnwn
fan.- Steve Schroeder

There is more than one secret at ...

BRAKUAG~
FIL~lS
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8:00

Wed. Oct. 11
Earlier Works

A ROBERT ALTMAN Ft lM

of
·I

Stan Brakhage
Wedlock House: An Intercourse
Cats Cradle
Loving
Anticipation Of The Night
The Dead

------....:S~U~BTheatre--

"A WEDDING"
!II'IA~.Abtt1UJ.OW{;,J

DESI ARNAZ JR. CAROL BURNETT GERALDINE CHAPLIN HOWARD DUFF
MIA FARROW VITTORIO GASSMAN liLLIAN GISH LAUREN HUTTON
VIVECA LINDFORS PAT McCORMICK DINA MERRILL NINA VAN PALLANDT
(AND 32 ASSORTED FRIENDS. RElATIVES, AND UNEXPECTED ARI\IVAL5)
bCOJliViPI'Ii::>OIJ':U

.

_

PWOVCIDAHtiOt~OlOD'f

TOMMY THOMPSON
ROOEPJ ALTMAN
KJ.ilt<JV..rD'f
JOHN CONSIDINE PATRICIA RESNICK ALlAN NICHOLLS ROBERT ALTMAN
ROOmT ALTMAN''&'JOHN

CONSIDINE.~-

A LION'S' GATE FILMS PRODUCTION
COL6~GYOUUJ.t

C~ fl.. lor& M"'n{Til Cli.UUlY ro-

11.

l'ag<' 12, N t•w MPxit•" lJuily LOBO,
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hiuc~ gt•l ya down,
)Hu'lldn}!.H'ilt!lnlcY:.t.Karln
JO)IJ
h.AH-t· r..r il6lii·1iT\~ vi"i~·~u~ gomm geL y,w l'ridfly
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DnN·f-tT T·-,;,idtt•;m

\\ AIW • WJNNI!IrtC; t1 0l·.'I'UV llnd llhOHlJlruphy h1
lht• t(Jllfr-tnr'~ fh,lt•dUiuu of Com.'fllliuns S(lulhwr\l

1;11h' 111\W Jor II llrnlll'd time r•• r Sl.OO In l\11nron
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lutr.tO l'~M Arli.,;J.,,
trn
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4

!Oil!

J-JQUSJN(;
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111/ll
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10/l J

!il'lfiii-X--i)Ni:Ol<WKfrtml-~muru~,..i P<:drotml;
with frrcplau.·, nnd gaJuj.\c; $2~(f1}() month, $1 ~0.00
dl'[11NI 291 'i(lO;l
11)/[1
A·I;RIVA-j-,. 7j I'(Nc ~J:fi''i~i!~:.(Jrr~);;i, l~uu~~:mo~
ltppii!Hl~l''•• plmh mrpt•flnll., $110 Zf1'2. 17'il Vnlky
J{~·nlal\,1-'~ ft-c.
lOIII
rwc}-iif~ !tOil\i:, N'tii'.I~AcT.'.;;~r[,~J, ve;y lime
10 l!NM \119 lljCI:J\Nl· $20~ lll0Hihly2% 7120.
101\2

I

tAMr;tr~ 'AI~-i·A_I_IIir>i{cTcJM." C"w:rgy

1 Ol'Nf>· ·1 wo WAili~TS. hlward c•. Rurr and
}\lma D. Ngll}'t:JI. CJrtuH Mutnlnll:lll. Roam lOS.

tfn
f•O[IND· WOMAN'S . OOl.D watch wilh broken
hand. lOC"nftfY llt1d cltutn. Marron I lldl. Room lOS.

trn

UREl~N Uackpar;:k laken ffoln
Johnson Gym Room 176 on TtJe.~day. Keep money,
LOBO, Mrmonllnll.
10/12
LOST: GUt'fAR LFFT ill bus. stop Friday 9129
Lomas in front of BC'MC- HernamHs w/black tasc ~
con~ideruble tcward- 110 t:tu~lioiiS ~I) etc. 298-47S7.
10/12
I.OST: PUii!JY. tll.ACK lab. Four months old. In
(rnnt or Popejoy Uall Oct. l,pm. Ptcasc call 25.5·
W/13

I;OUND: IN MEN'S locker room, Johnson Gym,
te;lt for English 290.002, "Red and lllack., Stcndllal,
claim at ROOm 105. Marron Hall.
to/15
FOUND: MEN'S TIMEX wntch on turquoise WI'Heh
band. Cnh 262·1031.
10117
FOUND: BXPOSEO ROLL of 110 film - 20 ex•
posure,o;. Claim in MarrOn Hall lOS.
1011~

3.

SERVICES

lh•nrotl~.

niiAN1i -Ni·w -~1i)VJI~-,:;u,ty!

1. llnlr<wm.

GU1TAR LESSONS ALL styles. Marc's Guitar
tfn
ACCURATE TYPING UY prorcssiana\, 842-0461.
10/12
l'ROFESSIONf\t. TYPIST, IBM Sch:ctric:.
Ciluunnkccl :u:cttracy. Rcnsonable roues. 298-1147.
10/13
QA TYPING SERVICE. A c-omplete typing and
editorial syslcm. icchnicnl, general, legal, medical,
~chol<\~lit:. Clmrts <!lid fables, .:\45·2125,
12/01

Studio. 2.5.S·.58R6.

KNOW 'THYSELF,"

au

dt•ttfh ~JI•Iwn W·[) !.tJnk up, 1\'(, nt:ill ( arh~k
,111d I Jth'.o\1 't2~~ pill~ ullilll<'\, ~~~ lllOUih'> ka~e, '!Ofl
~~·~ 11111\' dqlo>U Nul lliltlh•n ur ]\l'h ( ,,1121Jl• ~I!J,:

til '12
1 IN! I Y I { 'UNT~'"il (1 -0 :1 JJ) j)j{c~·).\1, ~,jl~tiC\~
ktldwn, u·ntr.JI 111'.11, ~HC. lll11JIIc' p;ml ,;(!:! 1-:"<;J
\,tJIL'Y l(t'llhlh. '1.\C. ho~·
l(l, J2
..iN(jj' I~ ·\I..; I (}~1L- ~·,-,\' i'i;;J;;;,~;;~Ji~(11\t'lll'>, loU PI' I••, dil1JW~, I H(}(l UUi.'I1H Vt\J\1 \J S~li(J {){]
nwmhlv, 11:11 fl"t~o., ~ lo~t· tu tlNf\1 "'JIIIJ (\ ( ·umpl~,:~.
~% "120
Ill 19
1\ Ttl N!1oN ~~ tii.JI·-N1s'!"WI ha~c .,c.,.;;ai'UNM
<lti.'<l l hcdrntllm \WrliU~ Sll1'i, lui\<, pmtf. ('ull262
l1'il hJt lllltHUJ<liiUII Vo11Jr.'y I{CHUt)\, $'li f~·J,J
\0'1:!
AI~AR1-Ml-·N I ONl· UI·IJI{60M unfunmhf.'d,
privnte ~·md, pnul 'lillJO ltl~'llldi.'\ uttlrtit:'\. 14;'1 1271.
10/11
Nclil-IIJI I MinH .. Rca\on<Jhlc r.l>~ily ou~
trliC'> 1.112('cntral~l 1\t'ilT UNM.I'hunc2'i'i 1172.

iC

111)7

Bi(ANIJ Nl W. MCJ\'1- 11; ~ut.l.t~~- i ~~~h,-H·u;,: .tll
l'ln 1m klltlwu W 1 lJ lto!lk up. 1\ r , llt'ill { rnh~le
oLrid { JliJ\ltl\ ~}2'\ Jlhl'llJII[IIIC·,, <PI IIHI/1\h~ [CilW, $J{i()
\t'lllfllV dcpm11 Nu dultlt1~n nr )WI\ <·1tll2% 1HJ2
Hl'l2
11~11 Y Ti:i{NJ~ill~u--z-Jii.J>RcJOM. \pc-;li~
klldil'fl, u:llltaJ heal, \14~ IHJIII\('~ p<Ud 262 17~1
V.dl•·v R(·nJal,, $\~let·,

FOR SALE

5.

2[) lJ~I·D PORT AIJI I: ·1 V
WvmJllng Nl· 25~ 59B7

Octnilcd c50tcric

tHimerology charh prepared nnd read. Sensitive
itHcrprcttuion.s offered. Full numerology redding
$11,00. J. Hanson. 887~5024.
10/L\
TYPlNG: FAS'f, RUASONABLll. 293·8688, Pat.

tl/0<

·~

$J5-00 to

~60.00

441

10120

)i-()jl JACKSON JO.Sf'hHJ pro(c~~toJlal bk)'l,k
( ;unpy 11nd tlura-<KC ~'<juipmcm. ml!Ja/Jw gn:l'n and
\liver, 21 1mh rmmc. Mini -cuudrtiun $5'i0 or b~;~l
nflcr. 2.99 MIH
1fn
AI ·,o sAx. E~Xt'Ft.II•.NT f.:orH.IltJOn. K1ng.
"~UPl·R 20''. 26R·1401. $400 or hc~t ol fer.
Lfn
~HAMI1S!· KlTl ENS $30. Two h1r$SO 2{,2·0021.

J0/12
.1974 DOilUI• VAN. GtJOd cnnditwn. $2500. Call
Cicrn.294·:'i~H3.

tfn

19M Mf·IH URY COMI'T · $500.00 · i'ra:nk · 2SS2S77.
10!12
I·.CONOMICA! TiV\NSfJORA'IION: 197.5 Ve.gu
Low rnile:Jgc, fa~.;Lury ;ur. 265·HKI6 or B21Rm1.
10112
'76 1·1-..\1 J2R ",[·DAN, liJ,f)\J{l rni., cr.:Oll011JICUI,
Cll~dknt IUC\, ~nod, -~o'lcun, dty t;flr $\ROO. Call26_'iMIK4
\()119

$.8<;.(](). HrMII, ( l'o:,'rm l>1ncr

2'1~

lOIII

j:j{fl· IH·NT l OH minm rcptun, furni~hcd 2
nmbllc lwnu~: children, pct<t, OK. 281-1252.

10111

~j--~iAt r~ WISlll•S TO ~lmre apartment or httu'lc
Ktty 836-0(1(12 PM.

lOIII

AI 1 ARTMI':NT ONE UEPROOM unrurnlshcd,
private yunl, rool $190 Includes utilities. 34S~t271.

l'tou~cr

W i\

~pe,tkl·r~

11117
Sl25.00. ONE OLOCK UNM,

\llilities included, 2SS·1676.

10/16
FIRI!PLACE MA}(f:.S THIS unfurnished 2 bdrm.
duplex even nicer. Near campus, S21.5. Timesaveis,
266·8700. SJO fcc,
10/13
UNM AREA SMALL house, Great rar 1·2 people.
Fireplace. Mostly fumi~hed. Vtilitif!l paid Sl8.5.00
momh\y. SIOO.OO deposit. 262·0014.
10/17
WALK TO CLASS, 2 bdr. unfurnished apartment,
dishwn~hcr, yard 1 S200 includes militics. Timesavcrs
266·8700. $30 fcc.
10/13
ONE ULOCK TO UNM. Deluxe furnished one
bedroom. 'rwin or double beds. $195 includes
utilities. Varsity House: 141 Columbla S.E. 268-0525.
LATE. SL.I!EPER? This large furnished efridcncy is
jmf a quick jog from campus. $125 utiliticspaid.
Timcsnvcrs$30 fcc. Ui6·8700.
10/13
ROOM FOR RENT~ Share house with family. 292-

10/17

Grade Problems?

• cut study time
• improve grade point

897-0201 for Info.
18 yr~. ·~xperience

monthly, cxp~·me; pa1d,
Write: Jrucm.nional JtJb

~•ghJ;ccing.

C'cnter,

Free mfr1, !lox 44W·NB
1012.li

WAI I 1·1~-WA\TJU~SS /\SS!S1ANT. Lundt shffl.
Mtlrld;ty thru hida>·· 10•45 w 3:00pm S2.65 per hour
plu~ tiP\- Arply in pcr~ou between 2~00 and 3:00pm .
Monda)' thnJ Fnday. AI Monte'~ Re~wurant. 1306
RmGrarHJC' NW. 1:.0.1~. M·I·.
10/13
PAfU rJMI~ C'OlJNTf.R sale~ for evening<, und
wcekend. Approximately 25 hour~/weck. Apply in
penon l!niv~rsity Dairy Q1rccn. 2JOO Central SE
(Aero~~ from Popejoy Hall)
J0/13
Pf·.RRY'fi PIZZA. 2004 Ct:mral SE. Acros~ from
UNM. Help wanted. Morning piua roller, lunch
hnur help, workers for 2-J uighJS per W(.'Ck. Apply 3·5
dnrly.
10111
NOW HIRlNG. STUD£-.NT Union Food Service~.
Ooud wuge\, flc:xihlc scheduling, free meals on same
~lrifl~,

(iYMNA')liC ~ PR(){jJtAM C()ORDlNATOR
11ccdcd, Mmcrncm (·.xrluralnm and B~:g1nnmg
c,ymJHt~llt:~, afternoum $3.2:'ilhr lnq111re: Hctghh
YMCA. 265-6971
101\7
I OOKIN(J ~·OR PT·R~0\1 In l.:OiltlUr.;l uuer\icw~
v.Uh O\Ju]e~CC/1! dfU!! Uhml'T~ .'¥fU\! haH~ OC~ib\1."
\.:hedule und e~pencrL~C' worl.rn~ \\ollh adulcwenl~
Brhngt.W.lprclcrrcd.$4,hr X4~-7':'10after5.
J0.\1

2rJ.7(~~·R'XN~~ S'.~·
t.,MI\11
Uug~y.

Dalla~. TX 752J I

7.

I

11108

I

I

TRAVEL
.

SHARE UNM''i I;XPERWNCE in the Ande~.
Details 229 Orlcga.
lOIII
WILL PAY tjAS to, from l:a~ Cruces ir you drive a
truck, Wlll help me move a washer lO AlbiHftlcrquc.
Cnl\ Mar~·y 293·5522.
10/ l 7

8.

ANY WOMEN I NTERESTCD in playing FIELD
HOCKEY

p!ea~e

M881~ll)97.

contact Lore\!~ at 26S-2814 or Kim
No experience necessary.
10/1\

uPine European Fashioqs...
-1!
•
/"
... at wscount
pnces.

wn\c weekend work. T&ih 9-2, Tuesd<ly,

J.'alllun"; brand jcoa11s:
Silssnn,CJwminOc Ft'r,

Mat'kecn and !Sac:rrat
Frt;m 119.!):J

( iJIIIfJaJ'(' Our Jlr/( ,,~
Sltl'IIIK\ flj /IJ' .. (IJ <';!)';
1,}11(/

.

~·'-,.

/lliJ/'t'

H8.l·l276

)r~nch Connection.'"··

CHADWICK PHOTO

71 0;2 ,\lcJHIUI, NE (Just Ell !>it of Loulsiitlm J

Visiting trumpet player Bruce King shows Candidates' Day
crowds "how it's done." King is also running for governor.

\0.1'

21J'HI10')

J%7 TRIUMPll CONVERT. C"all 21J8-6677,

101\l

MAONAVO.X STU~Hl, TUNER, Rccl·to-Rc;;l, two
\flCa.kcn, carplronc~. $2UO.OO, three yc.tm old. 344·

lOIII

1100.
SIOO. No

~~·lhng

ill\lolvcd. ('Jill294·8770.

~tam!;

$65. 344·1896 cverlings.
10/0.5

GSA Council Meeting
Saturday, October 14
9:00 a.m., SUB room 230

DAILY

Thursday, October 12, 1$78

All graduate students welcome!

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLD-TOWN

• f'olk
• ClalllCII

•Rock

•Jon

CHINESE
CULTURE

i,:IJ~ I
~ bl!

fi

'-f1 TAl- CHI

CENTER

MARTIAl. ARTS
.SuppUES ~ BOOKS
3015 Central N.E.
.
Albuquerque. N.M.87106
Next to Lobo Theater

;;

COPIES
Overnight
3V2cea
4<sameday
No Minimum

.
I

.

46 Syndicates
ACROSS
49 German
1 Adores
state
6 Bone: Prefix 50 Type size
tO Insect
51 Be inclmed
secretion
52 Flap
14 White
55 Fraud: 2
poplar
words
15 Flunk
58 Heath plant
16 Swan genus 60 Invariably
17 Bracer
61 Bed part
tS Poker hand: 62 Ranter
2 words
63 Leavings
20 Half a g<g64 Watchful
gle
65 Ficm
21 Egg-shaped
DOWN
23 Outto"s
range
1 Wooden
2J or an area
stnp
26 Liveliest
2 Hautboy
28 A!ghans
3 S. Amer. na30 American
tion
lndtan- Var
4 Yalie
31 ASSIStS
5 Time units
32 or sub6 Refuse
stance
7 - of
36 Wtre measTarsus:
ure
Saint Paul
37 Rail btrds
8 Sesame
38 Conjunction
9 Building an39 Begin agatn:
nex
2 words
10 Nuttier
42 Maxims
11 Baffle
44 Zodiac sign 12 Ramblers
45 Go· 13 Loan
Lose
19 Poker Flat
vigor
creator

UNITED Feature Syndtcate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

•t
l

:

•

r~~

t"'lj

41 Kilmer
poem
25 Can. Prov.
42 Trembles
26 Shankar's
43 Verb ending
forte
45 Whip
27 Sets
46 Ruminant
28 Amateur
47 Oeser! plant
radio oper- 48 Peep show
ators
49 Pat's
29 Death nosuccessor
tice
51 Tyrant
30 Peels
53 Maple genus
32 Shifts
54 Farm build33 Stimulus
ing
34 Observe
56 Australian
35 B.A. holder
state; Abbr.
37 Stain
57
Guido's note
40 Terriers,
59
Rodent
e.g.

Anat.

t ,• '

•

appllcGtlons are now available In the Student Activities Centet (1st floot,
New mexico Union Building) ot the Student Govetnment Offices (2nd floot,
New mexico Union Building).

Regents to hear satellite bids

Quallflcatfona:
1. must be> cutiently enrolled.

RPPLICRTIO~S.mUST BE RETURNED TO THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER BY 5 P.m ON OCTOBER 23,

4

funds for higher education
Navajo Tribal Chairman Peter
available to Navajo's from tribal
MacDonald said Wednesday that
and federal programs has jumped
scholarship funds for Navajo
from $800,000 in 1970 to $8 million
students have increased ten-fold
in 1978, he said.
during his two terms as chairman
He said the increase was due to
and programs encouraging Navajo
investment of $10 million in highstudents to earn degrees in energyinterest securities by the Navajo
tribe in the early 1970's and increased funding by the federal
'f ~J -:~: 11 ,
government.
The total amount of money
. ·"~~:t ~ ~:r
.;, ·~ !',
received from these tribal and
<<i'f~ 1l'<o <!;
federal programs by Navajo
~
students
at UNM has not been
~ ..~
tabulated, an official in the
financial aids office said Wednesday.
The federal government gave the
tribe $2million this year to develop
a program with universities to train
Navajo students in energy-related
fields.
"We asked ihe government to
give us money for a special
education program. We need
petroleum engineers, hydrologists
and geologists, to name a few, to
develop technical expertise with our
energy resources," he said.
MacDonald
also
briefly
described a program that would put
Navajo students with knowledge in
the energy fields in contact with
tribal officials. The students would
work ror the tribe for one or two
years and then finish their
schooling, he said.
He said that both programs are
still in the planning stages and
Navajo Tribal Chairman Peter MacDonald speaks to Native participating schools and students
American students about tribal programs.
have not been chosen.

WHO'S WHO AmONG STUDENTS
IN AmERICAN UNIVERSITIES
AND COLLEGES

1978 (mONDAY). FURTHER QUESTIONS CALL 277-4706/277-5528.

Scholarship funds gro\N
related. fields are being stepped up
by the tribe.
MacDonald, who is seeking an
unprecedented third term as tribal
chairman, spoke to about 20 Native
American students at the Native
American Studies Center.
The total amount of scholarship

2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

3. must provide one lettet of reconimllndo.tlon ~from 11ither o. faculty memb111, o.n o.dmlnlatro.tor, or
the pr11aldent of the orgo.nlzo.tlon o.nd/or th11 d11po.rtment c~o.llperson by whom the p11rson Ia
b11Ing nominated. Nomlilo.tlon may be mo.de by the atud11nt hlmalllf/hllraelf, o.n orgo.nlzo.tlon,
or o.n o.co.demlc department.
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!he UNM Regents will be presented wilh bids for
the expansion of the Gallup branch campus and degree
candidates who completed requirements during the
summer session tomorrow morning ln the Roberts
Room ol Scholes Hall.
l.JNM President William E. Davis will also present
his report to the regents on the establishment this full
or a UNM satellite center for the lower-level undergraduate instruction in Belen.

--(iubcrnatorial camlidatcs .T oc
Skeen, Republican and Bruce King,
Democrat; !.'abel Blca. l.a Ra1a
ttnida;
--US ,cnatorial t:<muidatcs Peter
Domcnici, Republican and Tonc.v
Anaya. Drmoct at:
-Secretary or slate t:andiuatcs,
'late lren,urcr canuidntc.s, and >tate
auditor>.
·~ 1 he only candidate runnin)!
unoppw.ed i" attorney )!<meral
t:andiuate J ciT Bingaman.
and rhysical plant statTs need

Nunez

Running as a Democrat for
district 11 state representative is
Felix Nunez.
Nunez, an employee of the City
Planning Department, helped to
create the sector-development plan
for the University area.
The plan deals with 'downzoning' of residential intensity per
lot in the University area.
Currently the area is considered
zone R3, which is high apartment
zoning, said Nunez.
Tl1e sector development plan
proposes to change the zoning of
the area to zone Rl, which permits a
single family dwelring on each lot.
The plan would be funded by the
state and could provide off-street
parking structures
for the
University, said Nunez.

Bundy

MacDonald addresses students

KINKO'S

2. must be o. Junior (60 houra completed), Senior, orgro.duo.te student In good o.co.demlc standing
with your respective college (2.0 cumulo.tlv4f or higher).

Between spccche>, twenty-the
candidates running for stmc and
national offi~cs wandered through
the campus crowd shaking hands
while worker> distrihutcd literature
on the North 1\.Jall.
Cam.lidatcs Day. spumored by
the ASLNM Senate and PFC,
hosted speeches hy
-Countv clerk candidates
Connie Sl~tcr, Rcpublk:m and
Tenny C'ulp, Democrat;
-County treasurer candidates
Lucy Sanchez, Democrat and
William McBroom, Republican;
-County Sheriff candidates Jim
.Jimmerson, Democrat and Hudson
Boue, Republican;
-State representati vc for district
11 Felix Nunez, Democrat and
Kevin Bundy, Republican;
-State representative for district
18
candidates Judy Pratt,
Democrat and Joe Cararro,
Republican;
-US representative Manuel
Lujan, Republican and Robert
Hawk, Democrat;
-Lt. governor candidates
Robert Mondragon, Democrat and
Leo Dow, Republican:

New Mexico
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Davis' scheduled report on the Belen satellite center
comes in the wake of defeat by the voters of a community college plan.
.
.
Other items on the agenda for the nieeung
tomorrow morning are the disposal of dental
equipment and removal of bulldings, casement on
University Blvd., the pooled income fund, the summary of appropriation requests for 197!1-79 and 197980, and an information report on the community
college.

Kevin Bundy is the Republican
candidate for state representative of
district!!.
Bundy said that district II needs
a more responsive government.
"The Democrats have been in
power in this district for more than
I 0 years and they have been
unresponsive to the needs of the
area," said Bundy.
Bundy said that he wants to
lower state taxes and take away the
sales tax on prescribed medicines.

~..;...,. , _
.. P-ra ft
The Democratic contender for
state representative of district 18 is
Judy Pratt. The boundaries for
District 18 are from Yale to
Morningside and from Central to
Gibson.
Pratt, who has been attending
UNM since 1959, stressed that the
UNM faculty, secretarial/clerical,

orp,anilntinn.
"It i' hard to prmitle V<H>d
cuucation under ll11"11hl"ac•it11 \
working condition,,'· 'aid l'wu.
l't<ttt al"' 'aid 1hat 'ht• 'uppnr1'
tile uninni1atinn n1 praduait·
'ltlcknl"lll!N111.
~lHHipcr

Carrara
Joe <. 'urraro b running nn th~
Republic-an lic•k<•t for suuc
rcpre>cnt at ive or distri<:t I H.
Carram was graduated from
UNM in 196H and ha.,allo attended
the New Ymk Institute ofHnance.
C:uTaro blame> the Univcr!>l!Y
administration fm the parking
problems in the area. I he ad·
ministration, he said, wunt' to deal
wilh the problem by rahing the
parking ratc.s und providing
parking areas so far away tlwt
.students have to take >huule bus.ws
to get to class.
"The adminislralion has the
attilude of big busincS>. They
would ruther pt·osper than

educate."

~aid

Carraro.

Carrnro suggested the C>tablishment of a parking facility ncar
campus.
"We have to make every Ct11lcession for the student to receive an
education," said Carrara.

Skeen
Republican gubernatoral can·
dictate Joe Skeen opened his
campaign speech saying, "The
most important reason for running
this year is "awareness." New
Mexico is no longer a sleepy,
lack!ldaisical state. We need the
leadership to make decisions and to
develop
economic
growth,
population growth ..11d other
problems handed to us."
Environmental maintanence is
important, said Skeen, "but il is
also important to continue our
mineral development. New Mexico
is number three in production of
mineral energy, and we have the
potential of being number one," he
said.
Skeen said he encourages "job
development" in New Mexico.
Addressing the crowd, Skeen
said, "Most of you students will
probably have to leave the state to
find a job. This is a waste of one of
our greatest natural resources."
lcontlnued on pogo 31

Impeachment
charges read
By DONNA BINNEWEG
"l'll not respond to bull shit like that," said ASUNM Vice President
Leonard Garcia of the charges establishing grounds for his impeachment
read by Eirik Johnson at last night's senate meeting.
Johnson, an ASUNM student, cited Garcia for "violations of laws,
trust, and willrul neglect of office."
.
After the chaos in the senate subsided, Senator Russell Sommers presented an affidavit supporting Johnson's charges. He further enumerated
eight specific charges. They ranged from not delivering ASUNM Senate
acts and resolutions to the president to failing to organize an ASUNM can·
didate workshop.
The ASUNM Constitution states that the President Pro-Tempore of the
Senate must serve notice of the charges within 24 hours. The impeachment
may be voted on by the Senate no earlier than one Week and no later than
two from the date the senate makes the motion for impeachment.
The constitution also slates that a jury of 12 students, presided over by
the chief justice of the student court, has the responsibility of determining
whether to remove the vice president from office.
The ASUNM Senators cannot c_omment on the impeachment charges
until Garcia is officially presented with them.

Chicano students declare
'Spanish speaking day'
Chicano Studies and MECHA, a Chicano student organization,
declared today "Spanish speaking day" in ali effort to keep the
language alive, a MECHA member said.
"What it amounts to is we're trying to preserve our language,''
Gloria Sawtelle said. "Speaking Spanish develops self-respect and
identity among Chicanos and makes them aware of their culture.''
She said Chicano students are encouraged to speak Spanish when
they talk with each other.
Sawtelle said a group of eight Chicano sludents have been keeping
the language alive among themselves this year and speaking Spanish is
also encouraged by the Chicano Studies classes.

